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1. INTRODUCTION
 .In this note we develop an oscillation theory for the power set P N of
the set N of positive integers analogous to the oscillation theory for the
N w x  w x.structure N given in 20 see also 21 . Given two subsets a and b of N,
let ;s; be the equivalence relation defined on their symmetrica, b
 .  .difference aDb s a _ b j b _ a as follows:
n ; m iff n and m belong to the same set a _ b or b _ a
and the interval of integers they determine contains 1 .
no points of the other set.
Let
osc a, b s aDb r; . .  .
 .Thus osc a, b is the number of convex pieces into which b _ a splits a _ b
plus the number of convex pieces into which a _ b splits b _ a. Note the
following trivial but useful facts:
osc a, b s osc b , a . 2 .  .  .
osc a, b s 0 iff a s b. 3 .  .
osc a, b s 1 iff a ; b or b ; a. 4 .  .
osc a, b is finite iff a :*b or b :*a. 5 .  .
It follows that the relation :* of the inclusion modulo the ideal of finite
sets will have to play a prominent role in many results about the oscillation
mapping, and especially in such results involving finite oscillations. Since
 .we will work with arbitrary subsets of P N , it is not reasonable to expect
any substantial results about infinite oscillations. We shall also have the
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implicit assumption of dealing only with coinfinite subsets of N, since the
following fact shows that there is no loss of generality in this:
osc a, b s osc N _ a, N _ b for every a and b in P N . 6 .  .  .  .
w xIf we are to follow the analogy with 20 , we should expect that sets that
  . .are s-directed under ;* i.e., subsets of P N that generate P-ideals
should realize many of the finite oscillations if they are in some sense
``unbounded.'' The notion of unboundedness for NN was quite natural,
and this made the corresponding oscillation results quite applicable. For
 w x.example, the key to our proof see 2 that PFA implies that the contin-
uum is equal to / is exactly the fact that the unboundedness is the only2
property used in proving that all finite oscillations are realizable. Since
there is a considerable analogy between ``b-results'' about NN and ``t-
 .  w x.results'' about P N see, e.g., 4 , it is natural to expect that sets A that
generate dense P-ideals, should realize all finite oscillations or at least the
oscillation 1, where ``I is dense'' means that every infinite subset of N
contains an infinite subset that is a member of I. Surprisingly, ``dense'' is
not the right unboundedness property, as the following example shows.
 .EXAMPLE 1. Suppose A ; P N generates a dense P-ideal such that
 4for some strictly increasing sequence n of integers, no member of Ai
w .contains infinitely many of the intervals n , n . Suppose further thati iq1
 .there is a strictly ;*-increasing mapping f : A ª P N such that
  .  ..  .osc f a , f b ) 1 for all a / b in A. Then there is a B ; P N generat-
 .ing a dense P-ideal such that osc a, b / 1 for all a and b in B.
By making some finite changes to elements of A, we may assume that in
fact,
w n , n ­ a for all i g N and a g A. 7 ..i iq1
The modified set A may no longer generate the P-ideal relative to the
inclusion, but it will definitely generate it relative to :*, and this is all
.  .that is going to be used below. Let g : A ª P N be defined by
wg a s n , n . . .D i iq1
 .igf a
  . 4We claim that B s a j g a : a g A works. First of all, note that every
 .member of B is coinfinite, which is an easy consequence of 7 and the
 .  .implicit assumption that f a is coinfinite for every a. Suppose a / b and
 .  . w .  . w .pick i such that i g f a _ f b . Then n , n : a j g a while n , ni iq1 i iq1
w .  .  .  .­ b and n , n l g b s B. It follows that a j g a ­ b j g b . Start-i iq1
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 .  .  .  .ing with i g f b _ f a , one similarly shows that b j g b ­ a j g a .
The fact that B generates a dense P-ideal follows from the same fact
about A, together with the assumption that f is strictly :*-increasing.
Although we know of no general result about the existence of strictly
 .:*-increasing f : A ª P N whose image is an : -antichain, this phe-
nomenon is actually quite common. For example, under the Continuum
 .Hypothesis for every A : P N generating a dense P-ideal, there is a
 .:*-cofinal A : A and strictly :*-increasing f : A ª P N such that0 0
  .  ..osc f a , f b ) 1 for all a / b in A . To see this, let A : A be any0 0
 .:*-cofinal v -chain. Let C : P N be any :*-chain of order type v1 1
such that x ­ y and y ­ x for all x / y in C. Such a chain is easy to get;
 w x wfor example, note that the first half of any Hausdorff gap see 8 and 4;
x. Section 5 contains such a C. To see this, recall that a Hausdorff gap is a
 .pair H , H of :*-chains of subsets N of, both of order type v , with0 1 1
the property that if h: H ª H is the order-isomorphism, then0 1
a l h a s B for all a g H , and 8 .  .0
x g H : x ;*a and max x l h a - n is finite for every 4 . .0
a g H and n g N, where we agree that max B s 0. 9 .0
 .By 9 for n s 1 and the pressing down lemma, there is uncountable
C : H such that
max x l h y G 1 for all x , y g C with x ;*y. 10 .  . .
 .  .It is clear that 8 and 10 imply that x ­ y for every two elements x and
y of C such that x ;*y, and this means that x ­ y and y ­ x for all x / y
.in C. Finally, let f : A ª C be the isomorphism. This example shows that0
generating a dense P-ideal is not the right notion of ``unboundedness,'' but
more importantly it points out what might be such a notion.
 .DEFINITION 1. A subset A : P N is unbounded if for every strictly
 4increasing infinite sequence n of integers there exist a g A such thati
w .  .n , n : a for infinitely many i's. A subset A : P N is s-directed ifi iq1
 4for every sequence a of elements of A there is a g A such that a :*ai i
for all i.
Ideals generated by unbounded s-directed sets turn out to be exactly
 .P-ideals that have the second category when P N is given its natural
separable metric topology corresponding to its identification with the
 4N  w x w x.Cantor cube 0, 1 see Jalali-Naini 9 and Talagrand 18 . There are
several striking occurrences of these objects in the literature see Mathias
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w x. w x w x.16 , Burzyk 3 and Just et al. 10 . We shall show here that sets which
 .generate them are exactly the subsets of P N on which the oscillation
mapping exhibits a strong generic behavior. In fact we shall show that all
N w xresults about the structure N given in 20 are transferable to any
 .A : P N that generates a nonmeager P-ideal. This will not only strengthen
w xthe results of 20 ; it will also add several new situations where all finite
oscillations are realizable in a rather strong sense.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present the main
technical results about the oscillation mapping on s-directed unbounded
 .subsets of P N . Most of the technicalities are connected with oscillations
between k-tuples of subsets of N rather than subsets of N themselves. The
difference in oscillations between different pairs of coordinates is the
difficulty behind this. Experience shows that these higher dimensional
 w x.oscillation results have potential applications see e.g., 2 . In Section 3 we
w x- vpresent the oscillation theory for the structure N of all finite sets of
integers, which we call ``the rationals.'' Two final sections contain samples
of possible applications of this kind of result. The applications we give
concern the behavior of the Cantor]Bendixson derivative in small spaces,
as well as the well-known L-space problem for the subspaces of the
 .exponential space exp N .
2. OSCILLATIONS OF INFINITE SETS
It will be convenient here to replace N with the set v of all finite
 4ordinals and to think of N as v _ 0 . In this way we can identify an integer
 4n with the set 0, 1, . . . , n y 1 . A typical member x of some finite power
 .k  .P v of P v will have its ith coordinate denoted by x . Thus, x si
 :x , . . . , x . For such an x, set0 ky1
min x s x . . F i
i-k
 .kA subset X of P v is unbounded if for every strictly increasing infinite
 4sequence of integers n there exists an infinite set I : N and x in Xi
such that
w n , n : min x . ..D i iq1
igI
 .k  . lFor x g P v , y g P v , and m - v, set x : y iff x _ m : y _ mm i j
for all i - k and j - l . Let x :*y denote the fact that x : y for somem
 .km. For x g P v and m - v, let x ° m denote the sequence
 :s s x l m , . . . , x l m0 ky1
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of finite subsets of v. In this case we shall say that x end-extends s and
 .write s 8 x. We shall extend this notation also in the context of finite
subsets of v. Thus t 8 a will mean that there is some m - v such that
t s a l m. If t and a are k-sequences of sets, let t 8 a mean that there is
an m - v such that t s a l m for all i - k. For example, note that if fori i
a given k-sequence s of finite subsets of v we set
kw xs s x g P v : s 8 x , . 4
 .kwe get an open set of the product topology of P v . In this context it is
 .knatural to call an X : P v e¨erywhere unbounded if X is nonempty and
w xif for all x g X and m - v the set X l x ° m is also unbounded. Since
 .kthe topology of P v is separable metric, it is clear that every un-
 .bounded subset of P v can be refined to an everywhere unbounded
subset.
 .k For X : P v , m - v and a k-sequence t of finite subsets of m s
 4.0, . . . , m y 1 , we say that t is a splitting node of X at level m if the
following condition is satisfied:
wFor all n ) m there is x g X such that x ° m s t and m , n : min x . ..
11 .
 .kLEMMA 1. Let X : P v be an e¨erywhere unbounded set; let s be a
w xk-tuple of finite sets such that s l X / B. Then for arbitrarily large m - v,
there is a splitting node t of X at le¨el m that end-extends s.
w xProof. Clearly, we may assume that X : s , i.e., that s 8 x for every
 .x g X. Suppose that there is an integer n above max s for every i - k,0 i
such that for no m G n we can find a splitting node of X at level m. This0
means that there is an integer n ) n such that1 0
k kif for some t g P n and x g P v we have x ° n s t , .  .0 0
wthen n , n ­ min x . 12 .  ..0 1
 .Now starting with n in place of n , we find n ) n such that 12 holds1 0 2 1
for n and n in place of n and n , and so on. This procedure gives us an1 2 0 1
 4infinite strictly increasing sequence of integers n that has the propertyi
w .  .that n , n ­ min x for all i - v and x g X. This contradicts thei iq1
assumption that X is unbounded.
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 .We shall also need the asymmetric indicator function d s, t defined for
 :ordered pairs s, t of finite sets of integers as follows:
d s, s s 0 13 .  .
d s, t s 0 .
if the maximal equivalence class of sD t r; belongs to s _ t r; . 14 .  .  .
d s, t s 1 .
if the maximal equivalence class of sD t r; belongs to t _ s ; . 15 .  .  .
 .  .Note that d s, t s 1 y d t, s whenever s / t.
LEMMA 2. Suppose X and Y are two e¨erywhere unbounded subsets of
 .k  .ksome finite power P v and that D : P v has X in its closure. Suppose
 .kfurther that for some m - v, s, t g P m and a : v :0 0
 .a x ° m s s and y ° m s t for all x g X and y g Y.0 0
 .b d :*a : z for all d g D and z g X j Y.m0
 . w .  .c for all m G m there is y g Y such that m , m : min y .0 0
w xThen for e¨ery integer l G 1 there exists d g s l D and y g Y such that
 .  .  .  .d osc d , y s osc s , t y d s , t q 2 l y 1 for all i, j - k.i j i j i j
Proof. By Lemma 1 and the implicit assumption that all considered sets
 .kare coinfinite, choose m ) m and u g P m such that1 0 1
w m , m _ u / B for all i - k , and 16 ..0 1 i
for every m G m there is x g X such that x ° m s u and1 1
w m , m : min x . 17 .  ..1
w x  .Pick d g u l D and m G m such that d : a. Using c , choose y g Y1 m
w .  .such that m , m : min y . We claim that d and y satisfy the conclusion0
 .of the Lemma for l s 1. So, let i, j - k be given. If d s , t s 0, the lasti j
 .  .  .equivalence class of s D t r; if any belongs to s _ t r; andi j i j
 .d D y r; adds exactly one more class y _ d _ m on top of all. Iti j j i 0
follows that
osc d , y s osc s , t y 0 q 1, 18 . .  .i j i j
 .  .which is exactly d for l s 1. Suppose now d s , t s 1, i.e., that thei j
 .  .maximal equivalence class e of s D t r; belongs to t _ s r; . Ini j j i
 .  .d D y r; the class e just gets enlarged to y _ d _ n, where n s min e .i j j i
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Therefore,
osc d , y s osc s , t s osc s , t y 1 q 1, 19 . .  .  .i j i j i j
 .which again is exactly d for l s 1.
Assume now that l ) 1 and that the Lemma holds for all smaller
 .k  .  .integers. Choose m ) m and u g P m as above in 16 and 17 . By1 0 1
 .  .kassumption c of the lemma, choose ¨ g P m such that1
w m , m : min ¨ , and 20 .  ..0 1
w xY l ¨ is nonempty and therefore everywhere unbounded. 21 .
So by Lemma 1 and the assumption that all considered sets are coinfinite,
k .there is m ) m and ¨ g P m such that2 1 2
w m , m _ ¨ / B for all i - k , and 22 ..1 2 i
for every m G m there is y g Y such that y ° m s ¨ and2 2
w m , m : min y . 23 .  ..2
 . w .  .By 17 we can choose x g X such that x ° m s u and m , m : min x1 1 2
and let u s x ° m . Then the k-sequence u has the following properties,2
listed here for future reference:
w m , m : min u 24 .  ..1 2
w xX l u is nonempty and therefore everywhere unbounded. 25 .
w x w xNote that X l u , Y l ¨ , D, a, u, ¨ , and m satisfy the hypothesis of2
w xthe lemma, so by the inductive hypothesis there exist d g D l u and
w xy g Y l ¨ such that
osc d , y s osc u , ¨ y d u , ¨ q 2 l y 3 for all i , j - k . 26 . .  .  .i j i j i j
 .  .Note that by 22 and 24 for every i, j - k, the maximal equivalence class
 .  .  .of u D¨ r; belongs to u _ ¨ r; . This means that d u , ¨ s 0 fori j i j i j
 .all i, j - k, so 26 becomes
osc d , y s osc u , ¨ q 2 l y 3 for all i , j - k . 27 . .  .i j i j
This means that the proof of the Lemma is finished once we show the
following:
osc u , ¨ s osc s , t y d s , t q 2 for all i , j - k . 28 . .  . .i j i j i j
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 .  . So let i, j - k be given. If d s , t s 0, the maximal class of s D t r; ifi j i j
.  .  .  .  .any belongs to s _ t r; . By 16 and 20 , u D¨ r; adds on top of iti j i j
the class
e s ¨ _ u _ m .j i 0
 .  .By 22 and the choice of x and u s x ° m , we conclude that u D¨ r;2 i j
adds on top of e one more class:
f s u _ ¨ _ m .i j 1
 .Hence in this case, u D¨ r; adds exactly two more classes, e and f , toi j
 .  .  .s D t r; , so the equality 28 holds. Assume now that d s , t s 1, i.e.,i j i j
 .  .that the maximal equivalence class g of s D t r; belongs to t _ s r; .i j j i
 .  .By 20 , in u D¨ r; this equivalence class just gets enlarged toi j
g s ¨ _ u _ n ,j i
 .  .  .  .where n s min g . By 22 and 24 , u Du r; adds on top of g thei j
class
u _ ¨ _ m .i j 1
It follows that
osc u , ¨ s osc s , t q 1 s osc s , t y 1 q 2, 29 . .  . .i j i j i j
 .which checks the equality 28 , also in this case. This completes the proof.
To state a symmetric form of Lemma 2, we need a definition. Let X be
 .k  .a subset of some finite power P v of the power set P v . We shall say
that X is s-directed if for every countable subset D of X there exist
x g X such that d :*x for all d in D. Here :* is the natural extension
 .kof the almost-inclusion relation to the power P v , which has been
explicitly defined at the beginning of this section. The s-directedness is a
quite natural requirement on a set X, if we hope to realize a number of
finite oscillations inside X, since any time such oscillation is realized the
  ..relation :* must hold see 5 . The following simple fact about this
notion will be used frequently.
LEMMA 3. If a s-directed set is expressed as a union of countably many
subsets, then one of the subsets must be cofinal in the original set.
THEOREM 1. Suppose Z is a s-directed unbounded subset of some finite
 .k  .power P v . Then there exists h: k = k ª v such that h i, i s 0 for all i
 .and such that for e¨ery integer l G 1 there exist x, y g Z such that osc x , yi j
 .s h i, j q l for all i, j - k.
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Proof. Choose a countable dense subset D : Z. Since Z is s-directed,
there is a : v such that
d :*a for every d g D , and 30 .
 4Z9 s x g Z : a :*x is cofinal in Z. 31 .
wZ9 cofinal in Z means that for every x g Z there is y g Z such that
xx :*y. Since Z9 is also s-directed and unbounded, there exist n - v and0
a cofinal subset X of Z9 such that a : x for all x g X. Then again, X isn0
 .ka s-directed and unbounded subset of P v . Let S be the set of all
w xk-sequences s of finite subsets of v such that s l X is not cofinal in X.
For each s g S fix x g X such thats
w xx f s l X for every x g X such that x :*x . 32 .s
Since X is s-directed, there is b : v such that x :*b for all s g S ands
such that
 4X 9 s x g X : b :*x is cofinal in X . 33 .
It follows that if for some k-sequence s of finite subsets of v we have that
w xs l X 9 is nonempty, then this set must in fact be cofinal in X 9. Note also
w xthat every such set s l X 9 must also be unbounded, since it is cofinal in
our original unbounded set Z. In particular, this means that X 9 is an
 .keverywhere unbounded subset of P v . So, by Lemma 1 we can find
 .km G n such that P m contains a splitting node t of X 9 of height m :0 0 0 0
for all m G m there is x g X 9 such that x ° m s t and0 0
w m , m : min x . 34 .  ..0
Let h: k = k ª v be determined by
h i , j s osc t , t y d t , t for i , j - k . 35 .  . .  .i j i j
 .Then h i, i s 0 for all i - k, and we claim that this h satisfies the
conclusion of the theorem. So let l G 1 be a given integer. If l s 2 l 9 y 1
for some l 9, the conclusion follows easily from Lemma 2, and the
 .  .properties of D, a, n , X, X 9, m , and t listed above in 30 ] 34 . So,0 0
assume that l s 2 l 9 for some l 9 G 1. Since X 9 is everywhere unbounded
and consists of k-tuples of coinfinite sets, by Lemma 1 there exist m ) m1 0
 .kand r g P m end-extending t such that1
w m , m _ r / B for all i - k , and 36 ..0 1 i
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w xfor all m G m there is x g X 9 l t such that x ° m s r and1 1
w m , m : min r . 37 .  ..1
 . w .  .By 34 there is x9 g X 9 such that m , m : min x9 . Let s s x9 ° m .0 1 1
Then r v s for all i, j - k, so as in the case l s 1 of the proof of Lemmai j
2, one checks that
osc r , s s h i , j q 1 for all i , j - k . 38 .  .  .i j
w x w xNote that s l X 9, r l X 9, D, A, m , s, and r satisfy the hypothesis of1
  .  .  ..Lemma 2 in place of X, Y, D, a, m , s, and t see 30 ] 33 and 37 . So0
w x w xapplying Lemma 2 for the integer l 9, we get d g s l D and y g r l X 9
such that
osc d , y s osc s , r y d s , r q 2 l 9 y 1 for all i , j - k . 39 .  .  . .i j i j i j
 . w .  .Note that by 36 and the fact that m , m : min s , the last equivalence0 1
 .  .class of s D r r; belongs to s _ r r; for all i, j - k. This means thati j i j
 .  .  .d s , r s 0 for all i, j - k. Combining this with 39 and 38 , we geti j
osc d , y s h i , j q 1 q 2 l 9 y 1 s h i , j q l for all i , j - k . .  . .i j
40 .
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
COROLLARY 2. Let X be a s-directed unbounded subset of some finite
 .kpower P v . Then for e¨ery positi¨ e integer l there exist x and y in X such
 .that osc x , y s l for all i - k.i i
COROLLARY 3. If X is a s-directed unbounded subset of some finite power
 .kP v , then it contains two elements x and y such that x v y for all i - k.i i
 .This shows that s-directed unbounded subsets of P N behave similarly
to the s-directed unbounded subsets of NN in the sense that they also
realize all possible finite oscillations. This ``generic'' behavior of the
oscillation mapping is seen even more clearly if one composes it with a
mapping from N into N, therefore identifying some of the oscillations to
make the reference to the function h of Theorem 1 unnecessary. So, as in
w x  m m m:4  :20 , we choose an enumeration s , t , h of all triples s, t, h such
that for some integers k, n G 1,
 .e s is a k-sequence of finite subsets of v,
 .f t is an n-sequence of finite subsets of v, and
 .g h: k = n ª v.
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Moreover, the enumeration is chosen to satisfy the following requirement:
 .  :) For every pair of integers k, n G 1 and triple s, t, h with
 .  .  .  m m m:properties e , f , and g , there is an integer l G 1 such that s , t , h
 :  .  .s s, t, h for every integer m of the form osc s , t y d s , t q 2 l y 1i j i j
for some i - k and j - n.
This enables us to use the oscillation mapping in defining a new
partition,
2o : P v ª v , .
as follows. Let a and b be a given pair of subsets of v such that
 .  m m m:m s osc a, b is finite, and consider the triple s , t , h satisfying
 .  .  :e ] g for some pair k , n of integers G 1. If there are no uniquem m
i - k and j - n such that sm 8 a and t m 8 b, or the other way around,m m i j
m m  .t 8 a and s 8 b, we set o a, b s 0; otherwise, for the uniquely deter-j i
 :mined pair i, j , set
o a, b s hosca , b. i , j . .  .
w k x  kFor a set A and integer k G 1, let A denote the set x g A : x / x fori j
4all i / j - k .
 .THEOREM 4. Suppose that A is a s-directed unbounded subset of P v
and that X is an unbounded subset of Aw k x for some integer k G 1. Let D be a
countable dense subset of X. Then there is a b g A such that for e¨ery integer
n G 1, e¨ery h: k = n ª v, and e¨ery x g Aw nx abo¨e b there is d g D such
 .  .that o d , x s h i, j for all i - k and j - n.i j
 .Proof. Let a g A be an upper bound of D. Shrinking X but not D ,
we assume that X is everywhere unbounded. Suppose the conclusion fails
for every b g A. This means that for every b g A there exist h : k = nb b
ª v and y g Aw nb x such that b :*y andb b
for every d g D there exist i - k and j - nb
41 .
such that o d , y / h i , j . .  . .ji b b
Since A is s-directed, there exist cofinal B : A, m, n - v, and h:
k = n ª v such that
a : b : y for all b g B , and 42 .m m b
n s n and h s h for all b g B. 43 .b b
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n 4  .Let Y s y : b g B . Then Y is an unbounded subset of P v . So byb
shrinking it a bit we may assume that it is actually everywhere unbounded.
n .By Lemma 1, choose m G m and t g P m such that0 0
for all m G m there exist y g Y such that y ° m s t and0 0
w m , m : min y . 44 .  ..0
k .Choose s g P m such that s s x ° m for some x g X. It follows that0 0
w xs l X is nonempty and therefore everywhere unbounded. Going to a bit
higher m , we may assume that coordinates of s and t are all different and0
 .that s / t for all i - k and j - n. By the property ) of the enumera-i j
m m m :4tion s , t , h , there exists an l G 1 such that
m m m :  :s , t , h s s, t , h
for every integer m of the form osc s , t y d s , t q 2 l y 1 .  .i j i j
for some i - k and j - n. 45 .
w x w xBy Lemma 2 for s l X, t l Y, D, A, m , s, and t there exist0
w x w xd g s l D and y g t l Y such that
osc d , y s osc s , t y d s , t q 2 l y 1 for all i - k and j - n. .  .  .i j i j i j
46 .
Strictly speaking, Lemma 2 deals only with the case n s k, but if k - n,
 .we simply repeat n y k times the last coordinate of s and every member
 .of D and X, whereas if n - k, we repeat k y n times the last coordinate
.  .  .of t and of every member of Y. Combining 45 and 46 , we get that
m m m :  :s , t , h s s, t , h for every m of the form osc d , y .i j
for some i - k and j / n. 47 .
 .By the definition of Y, there is b g B such that y s y ; so by 41 we canb
find i - k and j - n such that
o d , y / h i , j . 48 .  . .i j
 .  .  m m m:Fixing such i and j, let m s osc d , y . Then by 47 , s , t , h si j
 :s, t, h . By our choice of s and t, among all coordinates of both s and t, si
is the only one that satisfies s 8 d . Similarly, among all coordinates ofi i
both s and t, t is the only one satisfying t 8 y . Thus we are in thej j j
 .nontrivial case of the definition of o d , y , and we have thati j
mo d , y s h i , j s h i , j , 49 .  .  . .i j
 .contradicting 48 . This finishes the proof.
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3. OSCILLATIONS OF FINITE SETS
w x- vThe family v of all finite sets of finite ordinals will be referred to
w x- vhenceforth as ``the rationals'' and denoted by Q, since v with the
topology induced from the Cantor cube is indeed homeomorphic to the
w x- vrationals. The lexicographical ordering that we put on v is defined as
follows:
s - t iff min sD t g s. 50 .  .l
w x- vNote that v ordered by - is isomorphic to the rationals of thel
 xinterval 0, 1 ; i.e., its order type is equal to h q 1, since clearly the empty
w x- vset B is the maximal element of v under - . It should be men-l
w x- vtioned, however, that although v is homeomorphic to the usual
 xrationals in 0, 1 and is order-isomorphic to them under - , there is notl
a single bijection that would preserve both the topology and the order,
w x- vsince the specified topology for v is not the order-topology induced
by - . To develop an oscillation theory similar to that of Section 2, wel
need to discover the subsets of Q where the oscillation map has a
predictable behavior. Note that sets of large order-type are not such
subsets. For example, for any given integer l , one can construct a subset
 .A of Q of order-type h such that osc s, t ) l for all s / t in A. In fact,
this difficulty has nothing to do with the particular nature of the oscillation
 w x.map, since according to an unpublished result of Galvin see 6, p. 275 ,
w x2for every positive integer l and f : Q ª l , there exist A : Q of
w x2order-type h such that f realizes at most two values on A .
DEFINITION 2. A subset A of Q is well founded if for every infinite
b : v there is n - v such that b l n is not an initial part of any element
 .of A. In other words, the closure of A in the Cantor cube P v consists
only of finite sets.
Note that well-founded subsets of Q are well ordered under - , but ofl
course, not every well-ordered subset of Q is well founded. In fact, there is
a substantial family of well-ordered subsets of Q that are not well founded,
and according to the above remark there are always arbitrarily long,
well-ordered subsets of Q on which the oscillation mapping has an unpre-
dictable behavior. On the other hand, we will be able to obtain here a
complete description of the behavior of osc on well-founded subsets of Q.
THEOREM 5. If A is a well-founded subset of Q of order type G v k for
some integer k G 1, then for e¨ery 2 F l F 2k there exist s and t in A such
 .that osc s, t s l .
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. Let k s 1, and by going to a
subset of A assume that A has order-type exactly v. Let s be the maximal
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finite set that has infinitely many end-extensions in A. This means that no
 .point above max s is in infinitely many elements of A, so we can find t
and u in A properly end-extending s such that
max t _ s - min u _ s . 51 .  .  .
 .It follows that osc t, u s 2, so the case k s 1 is checked. Assume now
that k ) 1 and that the conclusion holds for smaller integers. Assume also
k that A has order-type exactly equal to v . For s g Q, set A s t g A:s
4s 8 t , and let B be the set of all s in Q such that
A has order type v but A is finite for every t properly end-extending s.s t
52 .
Note that B has the following properties:
The order-type of B is G v ky1 , and 53 .
for every s g B and m ) max s there is t g A . s
such that min t _ s ) m. 54 .  .
By the induction hypothesis, we need only check that l s 2k y 1 and
l s 2k are realizable as oscillations of members of A. Let us do this first
for l s 2k y 1. By the induction hypothesis, choose s and s in B such0 1
 .that osc s , s s 2 l y 2, and suppose for definiteness that the last class0 1
 .  .of s D s r; belongs to s _ s r; . Choose an arbitrary t g A and0 1 1 0 1 s1
 .  .let m s max t . By 54 there is t g A such that1 0 s0
max t s m - min t _ s . 55 .  .  .1 0 0
 .  .This means that t D t r; adds to s D s r; one more class t _ s , so0 1 0 1 0 0
 .we have osc t , t s 2k y 1. To deal with the case l s 2k, choose again0 1
 .s and s in B such that osc s , s s 2k y 2, and such that the last class0 1 0 1
 .  .  .of s D s r; belongs to s _ s r; . Using 54 , choose t g A such0 1 1 0 0 s0
that
min t _ s ) max s . 56 .  .  .0 0 1
 .  .Using again 54 , but now for A and m s max t , choose t g A suchs 0 1 s1 1
that
min t _ s ) max t . 57 .  .  .1 1 0
 .  .It follows that t D t r; adds to s _ D s r; two new classes t _ s0 1 1 0 0
 .and t _ s , so we have that osc t , t s 2k y 2 q 2 s 2k. This finishes1 1 0 1
the proof.
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Let S be the class of all scattered linear orderings E that contain no`v 1
uncountable well-ordered subsets, i.e., scattered linear orderings E for
which the tree s E contains no uncountable chains. Here s E is the set of
.all well-ordered subsets of E ordered by the relation of end-extension .
This class of linear orderings has some interesting characterizations. For
w xexample, it is proved in 19 that a linear ordering E belongs to S iff`v 1
there is a strictly increasing map from s E into Q. Another interesting
characterization of S was given in an unpublished work of Galvin see`v 1w x.6, p. 275 , who showed that E belongs to S iff E ¢`v 1w 2 2 3 3 x2v, v , v , v , v , . . . . This characterization is closely related to Theo-
rem 5, from which it can be deduced using the following fact.
LEMMA 4. A linear ordering E belongs to S iff there is f : E ª Q such`v 1
that for e¨ery integer k G 1 and A : E of order-type v k, the image f 0 A
contains a well-founded subset of order-type v k.
Proof. Let C be the class of linear orderings E that admit such an f :
E ª Q. To see that S is included in C , it suffices to show that C is`v 1
closed under v sums and arbitrary conversely well-ordered sums. So,
assume the E s E q E q ??? and let f : E ª Q be the witnessing0 1 m m
maps. Define f : E ª Q by
 m4 m nf x s 2 j 3 ? 5 : n g f x , 4 .  .m
 .where m s m x is uniquely determined by x g E . It is easily checkedm
that f witnesses that E belongs to C. Suppose now that for some ordinal
a ,
E s ??? qE q ??? qE q Ej 1 0
is an a*-sum of members of C and let f : E ª Q be the correspondingj j
maps. Let
f s f : E ª Q.D j
j-a
It is again easy to check that this works, since for every A : E of order
type v k there must be j - a such that A l E also has type v k.j
It remains to show that C is included in S . Clearly, no member of C`v 1
can contain an uncountable well-ordered subset, so we may concentrate on
proving that every E from C is scattered, which amounts to showing that
Q is not in C. So let f : Q ª Q be a given map. Note that if every A : Q
of order-type h contains two sets A and A of order-type h such that0 1
A - A and f 0 A - f 0 A , then by an easy recursive procedure we can0 l 1 0 l 1
construct a B : A of order-type h such that f is strictly increasing on B.
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But then f 0 B, being of order-type h, would contain an v-sequence D,
which converges to an infinite set, so C s fy1D would be a subset of Q of
type v, whose image D contains no infinite well-founded set. So, this
would show that f is not a witness of Q g C finishing the proof. Since a
similar conclusion can be drawn from the dual assumption, by going to a
subset of Q of order-type h, we may assume from now on that
for every A , A : Q of order type h such that A - A ,0 1 0 l 1
there exist a , b g A and a , b g A0 0 0 1 1 1
such that f a - f a and f b - f b . 58 .  .  .  .  .0 l 1 1 l 0
w x- vRecall that Q s v is also a tree under the ordering 8 of end-exten-
 4sion, so it is natural to use the notation Q for the cone t g Q: s 8 t ofs
elements of Q determined by an s g Q. Let
b s s g Q: fy1 Q has order-type G h . 4s
 .Note that by our assumption 58 about the behavior of f on pairs of sets
of order-type h, we have the following properties of b:
b is a chain under 8 closed downward, and 59 .
Q _ fy1 Q is scattered for every s g b. 60 .s
Case 1. b is infinite. Let s , s , s , . . . be the elements of b enumerated0 1 2
 . y1 .increasingly. Note that by 51 , each of the sets f Q is dense in Q, sos
y1 .we can easily choose q in f Q for each i in such a way that thei s i
 4corresponding sequence q is increasing in Q. This shows that f is not ai
 4witness of Q g C , since the image of q is not well founded, as iti
converges to the infinite set D b.
 4Case 2. b is finite. Clearly, this reduces to the assumption that b s B ,
i.e., the assumption that
fy1 Q is scattered for all n - v . 61 .n4
Choose an infinite increasing sequence A - A - ??? of nontrivial0 l 1 l
 .intervals of Q. Then 61 implies that for all i, no nontrivial subinterval of
y1 .A is covered by finitely many sets of the form f Q . So, recursively oni n4
 4  4i, j - v, we can choose sequences x and n of elements of Q and v,i j i j
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respectively, such that
 :  :n / n whenever i , j / k , l , 62 .i j k l
x - x for every i - v and j - k - v , 63 .i j l i k
x g A l fy1 Q for all i , j - v . 64 .i j i n 4i j
 4 2Then C s x : i, j - v is a subset of Q of order-type v , and its imagei j
f 0 C has order-type v. This shows that again f is not a witness for Q g C ,
and completes the proof of Lemma 4.
Remark 1. Note that the proof of C : S uses only the order-types`v 1
v and v 2, so we have, in fact, provided yet another characterization of
S : a linear ordering E belongs to S iff there is f : E ª Q such that`v `v1 1
for every C : E of order-type v or v 2 the image f 0 C contains a
well-founded subset of the same order-type as C. This seems to be in
agreement with the fact that the converse implication of Galvin's charac-
w 2 x2terization of S mentioned above uses only E ¢ v . The reader is`v 31w xreferred to 6, p. 275 for an explanation of this implication. Lemma 4 gives
us a characterization of the largest possible class of order-types to which
the result about the oscillation map given in Theorem 5 applies. But we
can also ask whether the number of realizable oscillations given in Theo-
w x2rem 5 is optimal, i.e., whether there exists another mapping h: Q ª v
 .that would realize a larger number of values on well-founded sets of a
given order-type. It turns out that, indeed, osc is the most complex such
partition and that the number of values 2k y 1 of Theorem 5 is the largest
possible. Using Ramsey's theorem, one can show that for every such
mapping h, every prescribed finite set I of values of h, and every integer
k G 1 there is a well-founded set A : Q of order-type v k such that
w x2I l h0 A has size F 2k y 1. In fact, if there is f : v ª v such that
 .   < < < <.h s, t F f max s , t , for every s and t, one can find an infinite set a : v
such that, under some mild and natural restrictions, for every s and t in
w x- v  .  .a the value of h s, t depends only on osc s, t . The restrictions are
mild in the sense that for every integer k G 1 there is a well-founded set
w x- v kA : a of order-type v such that every pair of elements of A satisfies
w xthem. See 23, Ch. 7.3 for a very closely related argument.
Let us now turn to a rectangular form of Theorem 5. Note that in
general for two different sets A and B, one cannot expect to achieve any
 .given value as osc s, t for s g A and t g B. So it seems reasonable to
w x2proceed as in Section 2 and derive from osc another mapping p: Q ª v
with the hope of correcting this:
p s, t s max l : 2 l N osc s, t . .  . 4
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THEOREM 6. Let A and B be two well-founded subsets of Q of order-type
k  .v for some integer k G 1. Then for e¨ery l F log 2k y 1 y 1 there exist
 .s g A and t g B such that p s, t s l .
Proof. Given such A and B, it should be clear that the proof of
Theorem 5 shows that the set of values
L s osc s, t : s g A , t g B 4 .
contains an interval of integers I of length G 2k y 1. For a given integer
l G 0, set
l < lq1K s n: 2 n but 2 ¦ n . 4l
Then K is an arithmetic progression with difference 2 lq1, so K l I / Bl l
for every l such that 2 lq1 F 2k y 1. Thus, for every such l there exist
 .s g A and t g B such that p s, t s l . This finishes the proof.
To consider the topological version of Theorems 5 and 6, recall the
well-known notion of the Cantor]Bendixson deri¨ ati¨ e defined on subsets
 w x.A of the topological space Q see 12, I, Sect. 9 :
 4A9 s x g Q: x g A _ x . 4
kq1.  k ..The higher order derivatives are defined recursively by A s A 9.
This definition, of course, can be stretched into the transfinite, but here we
shall use only the finite derivatives.
LEMMA 5. A well-founded subset A of Q has order-type G v k if and
only if A has at least k nonempty deri¨ ati¨ es.
Proof. We first give the converse implication because it reveals some
topological and order-theoretic facts about well-founded sets that are also
useful in other considerations. First of all, note that every well-founded set
A has a least upper bound s g Q under - such thatl
s 8 t for all t from an end-segment of A. 65 .
Assuming A has no maximal element, the set s is simply defined to be the
 .8 -maximal element of Q satisfying 65 . Note that in this case the least
upper bound s is also in the topological closure of the set A because it has
the following property:
For every m ) max s there is t g A such that s 8 t and min t _ s G m. .  .
66 .
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Thus if we add to A the least upper bounds of all initial segments of A, we
get its topological closure A, which is not only a well-founded but also a
kcompact subset of Q. Moreover, the order-type of A is G v iff A has
order-type G v k. So, the converse implication follows from the
Cantor]Bendixson analysis of compact ordinals.
To see the direct implication, for a given well-founded subset A of Q of
order type v k, let the root of A be defined as
r s max s g Q: A has order-type v k , 4A s
where max is taken according to the ordering 8 of end-extension. Recall
.that A was defined to be the set of all elements of A that end-extend s.s
We shall prove by induction on k G 1 that
k .  4 kA s r for every well-founded A : Q of order-type v . 67 .A
To see the case k s 1, note that the following fact is an immediate
consequence of the maximality of r :A
For every m G max r for all but finitely many t g A , .A
we have min t _ r ) m. 68 .  .A
 .It is clear that 68 means that A is a sequence converging to r , whichA
 .checks 67 . If k ) 1, let B be the set of all s g Q that are maximal, with
the property that A has order type v ky1. Then B is a well-founded set ofs
order-type v and r s r . Moreover, the root of A is equal to s for everyB A s
 .s g B. By the induction hypothesis for every s g B, the k y 1 st deriva-
 4  .tive of the set A is equal to s . On the other hand 68 is also true for Bs
in place of A, so B converges to r , which means that r is the only pointA A
of Ak ..
LEMMA 6. Let A be a subset of Q. Then Ak . / B iff A contains a
well-founded subset of order-type G v k.
Proof. By Lemma 5, only the direct implication requires a proof. The
proof is, of course, by induction on k. If k s 1, the statement A9 / B just
means that there is s g Q, which is a limit point of a converging sequence
C of elements of A. Obviously, C can be refined to form a D-system with
root s, so its order-type will be exactly v. Suppose now that k ) 1 and pick
 4 ky1.an s that is the limit of a converging sequence s of elements of A .n
Moreover, we assume that
max s - min s _ s whenever m - n. 69 .  .  .m n
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w x  4Since s s t g Q: s 8 t is a clopen set of rationals that contains then n
 .ky1.set A , we have that s g A for all n - v. By the inductives n sn n
hypothesis for each n, we can find a well-founded subset C of A ofn sn
order-type v ky1. Let C be the union of C 's. Then C is well founded, andn
it has order-type v k. This finishes the proof.
THEOREM 7. Let A be a subset of Q that has at least k nonempty
deri¨ ati¨ es. Then for e¨ery integer 2 F l F 2k there exist s and t in A such that
 .osc s, t s l . If , moreo¨er, A9 l A / B, there exist s and t in A such that
 .osc s, t s 1.
Proof. The first part follows from Theorem 5 and Lemma 6, whereas
the second part follows from the fact that if s g A9, then there is t g A
such that s is a proper initial part of t.
Remark 2. Note that this is again an optimal number of oscillations
realizable in this context. To see this, note that for every positive integer k
w xF k  .the set v is a compact well-founded subset of Q with exactly k
nonempty derivatives with the empty set as the unique member of its k th
.  .derivative . On the other hand, it is clear that osc s, t F 2k for s and t in
w xF kv .
The rectangular version of Theorem 7 is given using the mapping p:
w x2  .Q ª v defined above by the requirement that p s, t is the maximal
l  .integer l such that 2 divides osc s, t .
THEOREM 8. Let A and B be two subsets of Q such that Ak . / B and
k .  .B / B for some integer k G 1. Then for e¨ery l F log 2k y 1 y 1 there
 .exist s g A and t g B such that p s, t s l .
Proof. This follows from Theorem 6 and Lemma 6.
4. TOPOLOGY OF FILTERS
A filter F on N will always be assumed to include the filter of all cofinite
subsets of N. We shall say that A : F generates F if for every b g F there
is a g A such that a : b. On the other hand, we shall say that A
generates* F if for every b g F there is a g A such that a :*b. Clearly, if
A generates* F, then the set A f of all finite changes of elements of A
generates F. We shall say that F is unbounded if its dual ideal F* is
unbounded in the sense of Definition 1, which just means that for every
 4infinite strictly increasing sequence of integers n there exist a g F suchi
w .that a l n , n s B for infinitely many i's. It turns out that un-i iq1
 .bounded filters are exactly filters that are not meager in P N with its
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 w x w x.Cantor topology see 9 , 18 . Thus in particular, every ultrafilter on N is
unbounded. We shall be interested here in a special kind of unbounded
filters described as follows.
DEFINITION 3. A filter F on N is a B-filter if F is an unbounded
P-filter, i.e., if F is unbounded and it has the property that for every
 4sequence a of elements of F there is a g F such that a :*a for all n.n n
This turns out to be a quite interesting class of filters that has relevance
to a number of problems involving completeness properties of normed
w x. w x w x.spaces 3 , cardinal invariants of the continuum 4 , 10 , covering
w x w x.lemmas for inner models of the GCH 16 , 10 , etc. We shall consider
them here as topological spaces, not with the Cantor topology, but rather
 .with the exponential topology exp N of the discrete space N, which refines
 w x.the Cantor topology see 12, I, Sect. 17 . A typical basic open neighbor-
hood of a set a : N is determined by a finite subset s of a as follows:
w x  4s, a s b : N: s : b : a .
Filters on N with the exponential topology form an interesting class of
first-countable spaces. For example, note that every filter with the expo-
nential topology satisfies the countable chain condition. We shall now see
that B-filters can have some much stronger topological properties than
w xthis. We refer the reader to 11 for the terminology and background. We
start with the following reformulation of Corollary 3 of Section 2.
 .THEOREM 9. If set A : P N generates* a B-filter, then it must contain
two distinct elements a and b such that a : b.
THEOREM 10. A B-filter on N cannot be generated* by a s-discrete
subspace.
Proof. Suppose F is a given B-filter and that A : F is s-discrete in
 .exp N . Note that since F is a P-filter, to show that A does not generate*
 .F we may assume that A is actually discrete in exp N . So for each a g A,
w x  4we can fix a finite set s : a such that s , a l A s a . For a finite subseta a
s of N, set
 4A s a g A: s s s .s a
Again, since F is a P-filter, it suffices to show that there is no s such that
A generates* F. For suppose that for some such s the set A generates*s s
F. Then by Theorem 9 we could find two distinct elements a and b of As
w xsuch that b : a. It follows that s , a l A is not a singleton, since besidesa
a it also contains the element b. This contradiction finishes the proof.
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COROLLARY 11. E¨ery B-filter of character / is generated by an L-space.1
Proof. Let F be a given B-filter of character / . Combining this1
assumption about F together with the fact that F is a P-filter, one can
easily construct a set A : F that generates* F and has order-type vU1
under almost-inclusion. We claim that the set A f of all finite changes of
elements of A is the generating L-space. To see this, let D be a countable
subset A f. Since F is a nonprincipal P-filter, pick a b g F such that
w x fb :*d for all d g D. Then the union of B, b9 l A for all finite changes
b9 of b is a cocountable open subset of A f disjoint from D. It follows that
the closure of every countable subset of A f is countable, so to show that
A f is hereditarily Lindelof, it suffices to show that A f contains noÈ
 w x.uncountable discrete subspace see 5, fact L . This follows from Theorem
10, since clearly every uncountable subset of A f generates* F. This
completes the proof.
Remark 3. The problem of whether the hereditary separability and the
 .hereditary Lindelofness are equal restrictions on subspaces of exp N wasÈ
w xfirst considered by van Douwen and Kunen in 5 . They were able to find a
counterexample, but only by using the Continuum Hypothesis. They re-
mark that by using the Continuum Hypothesis, their construction can be
carried inside any selective ultrafilter on N. Recall that an ultrafilter U on
 4N is selecti¨ e if for every sequence a of elements of U there is a g Un
 .such that a _ n q 1 : a for every n g a. It is clear that selectiven
ultrafilters form a very special subclass of the class of B-filters. It follows
w xthat Corollary 11 is a substantial strengthening of the result of 5 ,
particularly because it uses no additional set-theoretical assumption. On
the other hand, selective ultrafilters are useful mathematical objects that
occur in many places because of their ``generic'' nature. So in the present
context it is natural to ask which properties they have as topological
 .subspaces of exp N .
THEOREM 12. A selecti¨ e ultrafilter cannot be generated* by a meager
subset.
Proof. Let U be a selective ultrafilter on N and suppose A is a meager
subset of U that generates* U. Since U is also a P-filter, we may assume
that A is in fact nowhere dense in U. Let T be the set of all nonempty
finite subsets t of N for which there is a g U end-extending t such thatt
w x w xt,a l A s B. By the selective version of the Galvin]Prikry theorem 7 ,t
w x w x.13 , 17 , there is a g U satisfying one of the following two alternatives:
P a l T s B, or 70 .  .
every infinite subset of a has an initial part in T . 71 .
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Note that since A is nowhere dense, the first alternative does not happen,
so we are left with the second. Since U is a selective ultrafilter, shrinking
a, we may assume that
a _ n q 1 : a for every n g a and t g T such that max t F n. .  .t
72 .
 .We claim that P a l A s B. To see this, let b be an infinite subset of a.
 .  .  .By 71 let t g T be an initial part of b and let n s max t . Applying 72
w xto t and n, we conclude that b is an element of t, a , so b f A.t
w xRelativizing this construction to any given basic open set of the form s, N ,
we conclude that for every finite set s : N there is c g U end-extendings
w xs such that s, c l A s B. Since U is selective, there is b g U such thats
b _ n q 1 : c for every n g b and s : n q 1. 73 .  .s
We claim that no member of A is almost included in b, which will finish
the proof. For suppose c g A and c :*b. Let n g b be such that c _ n q
.  .  . 1 : b and let s s c l n q 1 . Then by 73 , c : s j b _
 .. w xn q 1 : c , so c is an element of s, c , contradicting the choice of c .s s s
This completes the proof.
DEFINITION 4. A Luzin subset of a topological space X is an uncount-
able subset of X that has countable intersections with every nowhere-dense
subset of X.
Having a Luzin subset is indeed a quite rare property of a topological
 w x.space see 11 . To get such a subset, one essentially needs to assume that
X is a Baire space whose ideal of meager sets is / -generated. In fact, this1
is essentially the content of the classical CH-constructions of Luzin sets of
w x w xreals due to Luzin 14 and Mahlo 15 . The following seems to be the first
 .result about their existence inside the exponential space exp N .
THEOREM 13. A selecti¨ e ultrafilter contains a Luzin subset if and only if
it has character / .1
Proof. If a selective ultrafilter U is generated by a set of size / then,1
since U is also a P-filter, we can find a set A : U that generates* U and
has order-type vU under ­*. So by Theorem 12, no uncountable subset of1
A is meager in U.
Suppose now that a selective ultrafilter U contains a Luzin subset A.
Clearly, we may assume that A has size exactly / . Note that for every1
 4a g U the set b g U: b ­*a is nowhere dense in U, so it misses most of
the elements of A. It follows that A generates* U, so the set A f of all
finite changes of elements of A is a set of size / that generates U. This1
finishes the proof.
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5. THE CANTOR]BENDIXSON DERIVATIVE
IN SMALL SPACES
The Cantor]Bendixson derivative of a subset A of a topological space
X is an operation that can describe a number of properties of A or give us
 wsubstantial information about how A is situated inside X see e.g., 12, I,
x.Sect. 9 . Unfortunately, it depends not only on the set A itself, but also on
the whole space X together with its topology. So using the terminology
from Logic, the descriptions that the derivative gives us about A and the
way A interacts with the rest of the space X are mostly ``second order'' in
nature. On the other hand, one frequently enters into a situation where
one needs a better ``first order'' description. For example, it would be
desirable to find an ``internal'' way to tell when the sequence of derivatives
A9 = A0 = A- = ???
 .ends i.e., it becomes constantly B by just looking at the points of the set
A rather than the rest of the space. The measure of complexity should be
continuous, and it should be of the fixed arity. In other words, we are
w x plooking for a dimension p and a continuous map f : X ª N such that if
w x psome integer l is not the value of f on A , the number of nonempty
Cantor]Bendixson derivatives of A should be describable independently
.of the knowledge of the set A in terms of the integer l . Clearly, the
dimension p s 1 is easily ruled out, even for such simple spaces as the
rationals. It can also be shown that the dimension p s 2 does not work,
even in the case of Q. The purpose of this section is to show that for a
class of small spaces that includes the rationals, there is indeed such a
measure in the dimension p s 3. This will give us a good opportunity to
expose the applicability of the oscillation results described above in Sec-
tions 2 and 3. We start with two lemmas that transfer questions about the
Cantor]Bendixson derivative of an arbitrary regular or s-discrete metric
space to similar questions about the rationals. In what follows, a regular
.space is also assumed to be T .1
LEMMA 7. E¨ery regular countable space X can be continuously injected
into Q.
 .Proof. Let x n - v be a fixed 1]1 enumeration of X. Then for eachn
n, we can fix a clopen neighborhood G of x that does not contain any ofn n
w x- v  .  4the x for i - n. Define f : X ª v by f x s n: x g G .i n
LEMMA 8. For e¨ery s-discrete metric space X there is a continuous
mapping f : X ª Q with the property that if a set A : X accumulates to a
 .point x, then its image f 0 A accumulates to f x .
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 .Proof. Let X n - v be a fixed disjoint decomposition of X suchn
that X is closed discrete in X for all n. Then for every n, we can fix an
clopen set G that contains X but is disjoint from every X for i - n.n n i
 .  4Define f : X ª Q as above by the formula f x s n: x g G . Clearly, fn
is continuous. If A ; X is an infinite sequence that converges to some
x g X, it must intersect infinitely many of the X 's, so its image must ben
 .infinite. Hence, f x is not only in the closure of f 0 A, it is an accumula-
tion point of f 0 A.
EXAMPLE 2. The topology of the rationals admits a number of regular
dense-in-itself refinements with striking properties of the Cantor]Bendix-
son derivative. We shall now describe one such refinement, relying heavily
w xon an idea of Baumgartner 1 . The space will be denoted by Q* and will
 4 Iactually be a subspace of a product of the form Q = 0, 1 for some
carefully chosen index set I. The projection p : Q* ª Q will be 1 y 1 and
onto. The index set I is chosen to be equal to the product F = N, where F
is the set of all sets of rationals that have only finitely many nonempty
Cantor]Bendixson derivatives. The family F has the natural separable
 .  4Qmetric topology induced from P Q when identified with the cube 0, 1 .
w xThus a typical basic open set s of F is determined by a function s from a
 4finite subset of Q into 0, 1 . Let B be the set of all finite unions U of
products of the basic open sets of F and finite subsets of N. Note the
following property for future reference:
 4F = N ­ U for every F g F and U g B. 74 .
Since B is a countable clopen basis of the product F = N, the set D of
characteristic functions of members of B is a countable dense subset of
 4 I the product 0, 1 . It is clear that we can choose a 1 y 1 enumeration x :q
4  : 4q g Q of the set D such that D* s q, x : q g Q is dense in Q =q
 4 I  4 I0, 1 . For q g Q let y be the element of 0, 1 determined by theq
 :following requirement, where F, n is from I:
y F , n s x F , n if q f F ; otherwise, y F , n s 1. 75 .  .  .  .q q q
 : 4Let Q* s q, y : q g Q . We first claim that Q* is a dense subspace ofq
 4 IQ = 0, 1 , from which it will follow that Q* is dense in itself. To see this,
 4 Ilet G = G be a typical basic open set of the product Q = 0, 1 and let0 1
F , . . . , F be the list of all members of F on which the basic open set G1 k 1
depends. Note that F 's are nowhere-dense subsets of Q, so there is ai
nonempty basic open set H : G that misses them. Since D* is dense,0 0
 :  .  .  .pick q, x in H = G . Then by 75 , y F , n s x F , n for all 1 Fq 0 1 q i q i
i F k and n g N, so y also satisfies the requirements of G . It followsq 1
 :that q, y g G = G . The following is the main point of the construc-q 0 1
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tion:
If X : Q* accumulates to some q* g Q* then the set p 0 X
has infinitely many nonempty derivatives in Q. 76 .
If not, the set F s p 0 X would be a member of F. Removing q* from X
 . y1 .if necessary, assume that q s p q* f F. Let U s x 1 . Then U g B, soq
 .74 holds for this particular set F from F. So, fix an n g N such that
 :   ..  .  .F, n f U. It follows see 75 that y F, n s x F, n s 0, whereas forq q
 .  .every r, y g X we have r g F, and therefore y F, n s 1. Hence therer r
is a clopen set that separates q* from X, a contradiction.
THEOREM 14. For e¨ery countable regular space X there is a mapping g :
w x2X ª N such that, for e¨ery integer k G 1, if a subset A of X has at least k
w x2nonempty deri¨ ati¨ es, then the restriction of g on A attains all the ¨alues
 4from the inter¨ al 2, 3, . . . , 2k . If , moreo¨er, A9 l A / B, the ¨alue 1 is
also attained.
w x2Proof. Let f : X ª Q be as in Lemma 7 and let g : X ª N be
 .   .  ..defined by g x, y s osc f x , f y . It is clear that if a subset A of the
space X has at least k nonempty derivatives, then also the set f 0 A has at
least that many nonempty derivatives in Q. So the conclusion follows from
the property of oscillation mapping described in Theorem 7 of Section 3.
Remark 4. A slightly weaker form of this result is given by Baumgart-
w xner 1 , who uses a slightly different definition of the Cantor]Bendixson
w xderivative; his derivative is our A9 l A. It follows from Theorem 3.7 of 1
that the number of attainable values in Theorem 14 is optimal.
THEOREM 15. A metric space X is s-discrete iff there is a mapping g :
w x2X ª N which has the property that if a subset A of the space X has at least
w x2k nonempty deri¨ ati¨ es, then the restriction of g on A attains all the ¨alues
 4from the inter¨ al 2, 3, . . . , 2k and, moreo¨er, the ¨alue 1 if A9 l A / B.
Proof. Suppose first that X is s-discrete and let f : X ª Q be the
w x2mapping described above in Lemma 8. Let g : X ª N be defined by
 .   .  ..  .  .  .g x, y s osc f x , f y , if f x / f y ; otherwise, let g x, y s 1. While
f is not 1 y 1, it still preserves the Cantor]Bendixson derivatives, so the
conclusion follows as in the proof of Theorem 14.
Suppose now that X is not s-discrete. We shall find a converging
sequence A together with its limit point such that g does not take both
w x2 `values 1 and 2 on A . Let B s D B be a fixed s-discrete basis ofns0 n
w xX. Then for every x g X and n - v, we can define x ° n to be the set of
all y g X such that for every m - n, if x is an element of some B g B ,n
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then y has to be an element of the same B. We also fix a well-ordering
F of X so that we can take minimums of subsets of X. Now, for everyw
 4  4x g X, we try to recursively construct a sequence x : n - v : X _ x inn
 .such a way that x is the minimal element a if any with the followingn
properties:
w xa g x ° n , a / x and a / x for all i - n , 77 .i
 4  4g x , a s g x , x for all i - n. 78 . .  .i i
If for some x the process never stops, we choose an infinite subsequence
 4  4  4.  .x of x such that g x , x k - v either has a constant value inn n nk k
 4  4  41, 2 or it misses this set. Then A s x j x : k - v is the required set.nk
Let us now assume that the process stops for every x g X. Then we can
w xfind an m - v, t g X and non-s-discrete Y : X l t ° m q 1 such that
for every x g Y, x , . . . , x are defined but not x , and moreover, x0 my1 m
 .acts on B n F m the same way as t does in the sense that if for somen
n F m, t is not in the union of B , then the same is true about x. Thisn
 .means that the requirements 74 for n F m and x g Y are all the same.
We also assume that for some fixed sequence l , . . . , l of integers, we0 my1
have
 4g x , x s l for all x g Y and i - m. 79 . .i i
 .  .Note that for n s 0, the requirements 77 and 78 are vacuous, so it
0  . 0  04follows that if a s min X , then x s a for all x g Y _ a . Let0
0  0 4X s x g X : x / a and g a , x s l . 4 .1 0
 04Note that X is nonempty, since it includes Y _ a . Note also that if1
1  . 1  0 14a s min X , then x s a for all x g Y _ a , a , since the requirements1 1
 .  .  0 1477 and 78 for n s 1 and x g Y _ a , a are all the same. It is clear
that we can continue this process m times and get a sequence a0, . . . , amy 1
such that
i  0 my14x s a for all i - m and x g Y _ a , . . . , a . 80 .i
 0 my14Choose two distinct elements a and x in the set Y _ a , . . . , a . Then
 .  .a satisfies the requirements 77 and 78 for n s m and this x. So xm
could have been defined, contradicting our initial assumption. This finishes
the proof.
Remark 5. The positive partition property of non-s-discrete metric
spaces appearing as the converse implication of Theorem 15 can greatly be
generalized. It is expected that the details of this will appear in a joint
article of W. Weiss and the author.
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The following is a rectangular version of the two previous results that
follows from Theorem 8 of Section 3 in a way that is similar to the manner
in which Theorem 14 above was deduced from Theorem 7 of Section 3.
THEOREM 16. Let X be either a countable regular space or a s-discrete
metric space. Then there exists h: X 2 ª v with the property that if A and B
are subsets of X such that Ak . / B and Bk . / B, then for e¨ery l F
 .  .log 2k y 1 y 1 there exists s g A and t g B with h s, t s l .
When X is equal to the space Q* of Example 2, these results have the
following form.
w x2THEOREM 17. There is g : Q* ª N such that if for some A ; Q* the
w x2function g when restricted to A does not take one of the ¨alues from N,
then the set A must be closed discrete in Q*.
THEOREM 18. There is h: Q* = Q* ª v such that if h on some rectangle
of the form A = B does not take one of the ¨alues from v, then one of the sets
A and B must be closed discrete.
 4If we give N j ` the compact topology in which only ` is nonisolated,
w  .x2  4then the oscillation mapping osc: P N ª N j ` is a function of the
Baire class 1, which is not continuous. To get the continuity, one necessar-
ily has to go to a higher dimension. Let us describe this transfer in the case
w x- v  .of the oscillation mapping defined on Q s v . For a triple s, t, u of
elements of Q, let
D s, t , u s max min sD t , min sDu , min tDu . 81 4 .  .  .  .  .
w x3 w x3Note that D: Q ª N is a continuous map. Define c: Q ª N as
 4  .follows: for a triple s, t, u first let n s D s, t, u and then
 4c s, t , u s osc s l n , t l n , u l n . 82 .  . .
 4Note that the set s l n, t l n, u l n has exactly two elements x and y,
 .so the right-hand side of 73 is meant to mean the number of oscillations
between x and y. It should be clear that so defined, map c is continuous.
w xThe following is a restatement of a result from 22, Sect. 4 .
w x3THEOREM 19. The continuous map c: Q ª N has the property that if a
subset A in the space Q has at least k nonempty deri¨ ati¨ es, then for e¨ery
 .1 F l F 2k y 2 there exist s, t, and u in A such that c s, t, u s l .
The number of values is easily seen to be optimal by looking, for
w xkexample, at the case when A s v . But c is not the most complex
w x3continuous map on Q . A more complex continuous map is obtained by
w x- vcombining c with certain ``splitting patterns'' of triples of Q s v
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when considered as a tree under the ordering 8 of end-extension. The
 4splitting patterns of triples s, t, u of elements of Q are determined by the
way the subtree of Q they generate is related to the lexicographical
w x3ordering of the triple, but not all of them are realizable in A for A a
subset of Q with a sufficient number of nonempty derivatives. For exam-
 4ple, note that we may consider patterns of triples s, t, u only if they have
the following property:
 4x l y is an initial part of both x and y for every x / y in s, t , u . 83 .
w x- v  .This is so because v contains an isomorphic and homeomorphic
 .copy of itself such that 73 holds for every pair x and y in the copy. Note
also that we may consider only triples that form antichain under 8 , since
again the other patterns are not typical. For example, they are not
w xkrealizable when A is equal to v for some integer k G 1. It turns out
 4that there are only four important continuous patterns of triples s, t, u
w x3from Q when they are written increasingly according to the lexicographi-
cal order, i.e., s - t - u. Here is a description of them The relationl l
x S y here is to be interpreted as the strict end-extension, i.e., x is an
.initial part of y and y _ x / B :
s l t s s l u s t l u. p1 .
s l u s t l u S s l t and min u _ s - D s, t , u . p2 .  .  .
s l u s t l u S s l t and min u _ s G D s, t , u . p3 .  .  .
s l t s s l u S t l u. p4 .
Note that all of these are indeed continuous patterns in the sense that a
 4  . sufficiently small neighborhood of a triple s, t, u of pattern p i si
.  41, 2, 3, 4 contains only triples s9, t9, u9 of the same pattern. Note that an
 4  4  .arbitrary s9, t9, u9 from a neighborhood of s, t, u may not satisfy 73 ,
 4which is implicitly assumed to hold for s, t, u . But for an arbitrarily large
 .integer m ) D s, t, u , one can find such a neighborhood such that the
 4  .  4triple s9 l m, t9 l m, u9 l m satisfies 73 for every s9, t9, u9 from that
neighborhood. Note that there is an infinite D-system of finite sets of
 .integers that realizes only the pattern p1 . Hence a set A : Q that has no
 .more than one nonempty derivative may miss all patterns except p1 . On
 .  .  .  .the other hand, p1 , p2 , p3 , and p4 are realizable in any set A : Q
that has at least two nonempty derivatives. This can easily be checked by
using Lemma 6 of Section 3. The following fact also immediately results
from the definitions.
 4 w x3  .LEMMA 9. If a triple s, t, u of Q realizes one of the patterns p1 or
 .  .p3 , then c s, t, u s 1.
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LEMMA 10. Let A be a subset of Q that has at least k nonempty
deri¨ ati¨ es for some integer k G 2. Then for e¨ery 2 F l F 2k y 2 there exists
 4 w x3  .  .a triple s, t, u in A realizing the pattern p2 such that c s, t, u s l .
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. By Lemma 6 of Section 3, we
may assume that A is a well-founded subset of Q of order-type v k.
Assume first that k s 2 and let r be the 8 -maximal element of Q such
that A has order-type v 2, and let p be any strict end-extension of rr
maximal with respect to the property that A has order-type v. By thep
maximality of r, there must be n g A strictly end-extending r such that
max p - min u _ r . 84 .  .  .
By the maximality of p, we can find s and t in A such thatp
max u - min s _ p - max s - min t _ p . 85 .  .  .  .  .
Then s, t, and u are elements of A such that s - t - u, s l u s t l ul l
 .  .  .  .s r S p s s l t and min u _ s s min u _ r - D s, t, u s min s _ p .
 .  .  .Thus s, t, and u realize the pattern p2 and c s, t, u s osc p, q s 2.
Assume now that k ) 2. Note that by the induction hypothesis it suffices
to show that on A we can realize the values l s 2k y 3 and l s 2k y 2 in
 .the pattern p2 . Let B be the set of all s g Q that are 8 -maximal with
respect to the property that A has order-type v. Then B is a well-foundeds
ky1  4subset of Q of order-type v . Given l g 2k y 3, 2k y 2 , by the proof
of Theorem 5 we can find p and q in B such that
osc p , q s l 86 .  .
r s p l q is initial part of both p and q , 87 .
p _ r l q _ r s B and min p _ r - min q _ r . 88 .  .  .  .  .
By the maximality of p and q, we can find s and t in A and in A suchp q
that
max q - min s _ p - max s _ p - min t _ p .  .  .  .
- max t - min u _ q . 89 .  .  .
 .Then it is easily checked that s - t - u realize the pattern p2 and thatl l
c s, t , u s osc p , q s l. 90 .  .  .
LEMMA 11. Let A be a subset of Q that has at least k nonempty
deri¨ ati¨ es for some integer k G 2. Then for e¨ery 2 F l F 2k y 1 there exists
 4 w x3  .  .a triple s, t, u in A of pattern p4 such that c s, t, u s l .
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Proof. Since the proof is very similar to the previous one, to show why
 .the pattern p4 allows the extra value l s 2k y 1, we shall give the details
only in the case where k s 2, leaving the inductive step to the interested
reader. Thus, we start with a well-founded A of order-type v and define r
to be the maximal element with the property that A has order-type v 2.r
Choose p strictly end-extending r maximal with respect to the property
that A has order-type v. By the maximality of r, there is q strictlyp
end-extending r such that
max p - min q _ r , and 91 .  .  .
q is maximal with the property that A has order-type v . 92 .q
By the maximality of p, there is s g A such thatp
max q - min s _ p . 93 .  .  .
By the maximality of q, there exist t and u in A such thatq
max s - min t _ q - max t _ q - min u _ q . 94 .  .  .  .  .
 .Then s - t - u realizes the pattern p4 , since s l t s s l u s r S ql l
s t l u. Moreover,
c s, t , u s osc s, q s 3. 95 .  .  .
To get the value l s 2, one proceeds similarly but now takes p s s directly
 .from A , then takes q with property 91 , and then t and u from A suchr q
 .that 94 holds.
THEOREM 20. Let X be either a countable regular or a s-discrete metric
w x3space. Then there is a continuous map g : X ª N that controls the
deri¨ ati¨ es of subsets A of X in the sense that, if an integer l is not in the
w x3 k .  .image g 0 A , then A s B for e¨ery k G l q 3 r4.
Proof. By Lemmas 7 and 8 it suffices to show the existence of such a
map for X s Q. In this case g is just the combination of c and the four
 .  .  .  .patterns p1 , p2 , p3 , and p4 . If k s 1, then we can achieve only the
 .  .pattern p1 and therefore the value c s, t, n s 1. If k s 2, then in
 .addition to this we can achieve the pattern p3 and therefore the value
 .  .  .c s, t, u s 1, the pattern p2 and the value l s 2, and the pattern p4
with two values l s 2 and l s 3. Thus, in the case where k s 2, we have
five different values of g. At each successive stage, Lemmas 10 and 11 tell
 .us that four new values are added, two in the pattern p2 and two in the
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 .pattern p4 . This means that at stage k, the total number of possible
 .values is equal to 4 k y 1 q 1. This completes the proof.
The space Q* of Example 2 shows again the extremely complex
behavior.
w x3THEOREM 21. There is a continuous mapping g : Q* ª N such that if
w x3on the cube A of some set A : Q* the function g misses a single integer,
the set A must be closed discrete in Q*.
w x3Proof. Compose the projection p : Q* ª Q and the mapping c: Q
ª N of Theorem 19.
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